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Abstract
The purpose of our study was to build a two-dimensional time-dependent
simulator for multi-electrode semiconductor optical amplifiers with bulk active
layers. This simulator was used to design an InGaAsP-InP external modulator
at 1.55pm for fast optical fibre transmission applications.

1.Introduction
For optical fibre applications, a new generation of multifunctional devices, based on
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), is arising. The main studied functions are
optical amplification, modulation, detection and wavelength conversion. A main
studied point is the capability of integration of different functions in one device. The
integration leads to multielectrode devices. To study and design these devices, a
time-dependent simulator for multielectrode multifunction SOA has been
developped. An SOA h a s anti-reflection coatings, so t h e t r a v e l l i n g wave
approximation (no facet reflectivities) can be used. Moreover, its structure (fig. 1)
permits to solve the optical problem only along the light propagation z-axis. On the
other hand, the electrical problem has to be solved within the xz plane : the main
conduction takes place in the x direction but inhomogeneities, due to the internal
optical mode amplification and the different biases of the top electrodes, are present
in the z-direction.

2. Equation set
The electrical and optical behaviour of SOAs is described by the following five
equations:
Poisson equation:
V* ( & . V [ p )= q . (n-p-dop)
(1)
an
Electron continuity equation:
--V*
( n . k n . V q ) = -U(I)
(2)
at
Hole continuity equation;

ap
x+v*
( P . P ~ . V V=~ -U(I)
)

(3)
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Light intensity propagation equation:

1 a1
- .-

Light phase propagation equation:

1. - a4
-,
a t +a4z = a H . r . g ( ~ 7 ~ n 7(5)
'Pp)

V
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P

=

[ r .g(cp, cp,,

cpp) -as] . I (4)
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where cp, and cp are the Fermi-potentials, r is the optical confinement factor and
P
aHis the linewidth enhancement factor [I].

3. Solving method
After discretisation in time with a coefficient of implicitness 6 [21, equations 1 to 3
can be written a t time t + At as:
V* ( ~ . V c p )= q . ( n - p - d o p )

(6)

where the superscript means the former solution a t time t . These equations will be
solved with as unknowns the potentials cp, cpn and cp They are all expressed in
P'

volt, so scaling or transformation of the variables is not necessary The stationary
solution is directly obtained by setting 1 / A t = 0 and 6 = 1. Thus, the same solving
method is used for both stationary and transient simulations. These equations are
then discretised in a two-dimensional xz-space by a box method [31.
The optical equations, 4 and 5 , are solved only in the z-direction (decentred on the
same mesh). The light intensity at time [ + A t at mesh point i can be computed
recursively after discretisation in time and z-space as:

where the superscript means the former solution at time t . The boundary condition
is the incident light power lo. In the same way, the light phase at time t + A t a t
mesh point i is computed as:

The fill set of equations is solved within a direct coupled Newton iterative
scheme [4].
The SOAs are driven by modulated current sources, so transient current boundary
conditions have to be implemented within the two-dimensional direct coupled
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Newton method. This condition can be written for each contact as:

C

( J n+ J p + J d )

Sbox = !bias

nodes

where Jd is the displacement current density.

4. Applications
Among the different possible applications, the simulator was used to design an
InGaAsP-InP external modulator a t 1.55 km for fast optical fibre transmission
applications. It allows to access the internal and external behaviour of a SOA, under
stationary and transient conditions together with the performances in system
operation. As an example, the electron density is shown in figure 2 for an input
power of -5 dBm and currents of 20 mA and 50 mA on the two contacts which gives a
total optical gain of 11 dB. The inhomogeneity in the z-direction can be seen on that
figure. One important parameter is the electrodes isolation under operation. The
current density in the longitudinal z-direction for the etched region between the two
contacts i s shown in figure 3. It permits to evaluate the interelectrode leakage
current under operation. This current appears in the active layer under operation,
due to internal equilibrium and cannot be measured directly. It is a penalising effect
which has to be taken into account for the design of the external current drivers. In
figure 4 the optical output power time response is shown under current modulation
of one of t h e electrodes. Owing to system performance requierements, t h e
optimisations of the SOA showed that a counterphase current modulation [51 had to
be used to obtain a fast modulation of the optical power together with an acceptable
variation of the phase. The typical output power and phase under operation are
shown in figure 5.
These two-dimensional transient simulations required a mesh of typically 3000
nodes together with 40 time steps.
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Figure 1: Sketch of a bielectrode
SOA, with the different axes.

Figure 2: Electron density in the device. The
inhomogeneity in the z-direction is clearly seen.

Figure 3: The z-component of the current density vector.
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Figure 4: The optical response of the Figure 5: The optical response of the
device.
device under counterphase modulation of
the electrodes.

